Product Specifications
Hierarchy 5-Star
Stool

Model No: 53512H- XXXX

OVERVIEW:
Hierarchy Seating is available in four leg, four leg caster, cantilever, task and
stool models. Four leg models are available in 12”, 14”, 16”, 18” seat heights.

Shell Specifications:
Seat is designed as a single-piece structurally engineered injection-molded
shell of reinforced polypropylene. Dual molded in support channels
eliminate the need for any external surface support ribs or exposed tubing.
Shell construction yields an extremely durable yet flexible shell with a
clean and pleasing aesthetic. Patented shell geometry and design yields an
extremely comfortable and ergonomic seat surface. Large carrying handle
shall be centered for best weight distribution and ease of use. The shell is
offered in all eight (8) Hierarchy colors.

Control Specifications:
A pneumatic adjustable cylinder assembly is attached to the base and control
assembly. The control assembly is constructed of a control bracket made of
a single formed 12 gauge steel bracket that is bolted to a die cast aluminum
control with four (4) 5/16-18 x 1.375” long bolts . The control brackets attach to
the poly seat shell using four (4) ¼” steel pop rivets for superior load bearing
capacity and tamper proof, higher shear strength retention. The stool receives
an adjustable 24” diameter foot ring located on the column assembly. The
stool version comes with a foot ring that provides 9” adjustment range from

Base:
5-Star base is made of reinforced nylon and receives the adjustable column
assembly and casters.

8” to 11” from the floor.

Caster:

Cylinder Specifications:

Chair has five nylon dual-wheel hard casters.

The chair version comes with a 300N black painted cylinder that adjusts the
chair’s seat from 16.5” to 21.5”. The stool version come with a 300N black
painted cylinder that adjusts the chair’s seat from 23” to 33”.

COMPLIANCE:
Indoor Gold Advantage certified.

SHELL COLOR:

Black

Cool Gray

BASE COLOR:

Navy

Blue

Green

Yellow

Orange

Red

Black
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DIMENSIONS:
Base Model No.

53512H-XXXX

C= Height - Seat "
23”-33”

F= Width - Seat "
17.1”

D= Depth - Seat "
15.5”
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E= Height - Seat Back"
15.1”

A= Width - Overall “
24"

B= Depth - Overall"
24"

Weight - Lbs.
23.5
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